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Swedish Innovation,  quality & design

Pure Performance
Nor:disk is on a journey contributing to save the planet, one drop at a time

by taking ware washing from a bulky, messy, and costly necessity
to a lean and sustainable hub, suited for the modern kitchen. 

We call it Pure Performance.
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Since 1987, Nordisk Clean Solutions has been providing the best 
in pot washing technology for commercial kitchens all over 
the world. Nor:disk delivers Pure Performance through Granule 
technology, Water-Smart technology, and practical services. 
Innovations which have been developed with performance, 
ergonomics, and sustainability in focus. 

Two lines of efficient ware washing solutions

– The Granule range featuring our award-winning Granule technology, 
which enables the fastest and most efficient cleaning of pots and 
pans available, using less manpower, water, energy, and chemicals. 

– Our high performing Water-Smart range, which makes more clever 
use of water through patented dual wash systems and optimized rinse 
cycles and minimizes consumption of water, energy, and chemicals. 

Nor:disk also offers a range of practical services such as training 
programs, subscription models, and ware washing inventories.

Pure Performance all the way
Our sustainable ware washing solutions will help secure the health and 
wellbeing of your staff, manage your time, and minimize consumption 
of natural resources - all while running a profitable business.

Sustainable
ware washing
in its true sense
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Our two lines of ware 
washing solutions

Water-Smart range

+ Slim quality design

+ Cook ware and table ware 
washing

+ Easy to place, use, and install

+ Efficient washing

+ Low water and energy usage

+ Combine models and tables 
for personalized and productive 
workstations

Our new innovative range of 
dishwashers are designed to be 
easy to use and deliver efficient wash 
result, while consuming a minimum 
of natural resources.

– Free ware washing inventory
Do you have the right machine in the right place? We make
a free inventory of your ware washing area to give you 
solutions of how you can save more water, chemicals and 
energy.

– Subscription models: Save Per Use
Save Per Use is a convenient, easy and secure way to finance 
your Nor:disk commercial dishwasher. Talk to your local sales 
representative to set up your subscription.

– Nor:disk Academy: Sharing knowledge to drive change
Online or on-site - it’s up to you. We offer operators’, sales, 
product and technical trainings.

Our services

Our product ranges are developed with the end user in focus, and optimised 
to secure profitability and sustainability for professional foodservice operations.  

Granule range

+ High hourly through-put

+ Optimized for pots and pans

+ Blasting granule cycles

+ Powerful water cycles

+ Unmatched low consumption of 
water, energy, and chemicals

Our Granule range manages your 
dirty pots and pans easier, faster, and 
more sustainably than any other pan 
washing method available today, 
saving on average 70% in water, 
energy, and chemicals. The range is 
tailored to meet the need from small 
to large kitchens.

More about
our services

and solutions
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Safe. Qualitative. Innovative. Sustainable. These qualities are 
often associated with Sweden, and also values that we as a 
Swedish company infuse into everything we do. 

Nor:disk is based in Sweden, and deeply rooted in Swedish engineering. 
Our Granule range is assembled in our very own factory in southern 
Sweden. Our Water-Smart range is assembled in a dedicated production 
line in our factory in Milan, Italy. Direct access to both production 
processes help us stay on top of quality, and ensure that our products 
are produced under excellent working conditions and with respect for 
the environment.

Lifetime Commitment
This means having a circular way of thinking. The circular economy 
model of production and consumption involves sharing, leasing, 
reusing, repairing, refurbishing, and recycling existing materials and 
products as long as possible.

Today, more than 50% of the materials used to build our solutions are 
recycled, and are fully recyclable at the end of their life.

Swedish heritage

Did you know that Nor:disk works actively with 
the United Nations’ Global Sustainable Development Goals? 

Our ware washing technologies have many advantages, but the one we are probably 
most proud of is the sustainable effect they have on our planet. As a company, we also put 
great effort into lowering and controlling our own impact. Since you are reading this, we trust 
you do too. Together, we can make an important difference in our industry.

Choosing products from Nordisk Clean Solutions will help reduce your carbon footprint, 
but also contribute to the UN Global Sustainable Development Goals in many other ways. 

Nor:disk works actively with SDG goals number 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, and 17.
Learn more about how we work with sustainability at nordiskclean.com
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Jägershillgatan 13 
SE-21375 Malmö, Sweden 
info@nordiskclean.com

Customer Service & Order management 
+46 40 671 50 90 
order@nordiskclean.com

Nor:disk Support 
+46 40 685 73 30 
ts@nordiskclean.com

nordiskclean.com 

Since 1987, Nordisk Clean Solutions has been providing the best in pot 
washing technology for commercial kitchens all over the world. Nor:disk 
delivers Pure Performance through Granule technology, Water-Smart 
technology, and practical services. Innovations which have been developed 
with performance, ergonomics, and sustainability in focus.  

Our sustainable ware washing solutions will help secure the health and 
wellbeing of your staff, manage your time, and minimize consumption of 
natural resources - all while running a profitable business.  
Pure Performance all the way.

Nordisk Clean Solutions AB is certified according to ISO 9001 Quality 
Management System and ISO 14001 Environmental Management System.

Nor:disk works actively with SDG goals number 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, and 17.
Learn more about how we work with sustainability at nordiskclean.com
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